
GENERAL FACULTIES COUNCIL 

TEACHING AND LEARNING COMMITTEE 

MEETING MINUTES 

 

TEACHING AND LEARNING COMMITTEE MEETING 

October 29, 2020 

Virtual Meeting 

IN ATTENDANCE 

 

ABSENCES 

 

C. Cook, Chair, called the meeting to order at 3:02pm and confirmed quorum. 

 

1. APPROVAL OF AGENDA 

MOTION CARRIED 
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Members:  

Christian Cook CHAIR, GFC Academic Staff Member  

Michael Quinn VICE-CHAIR, Vice-Provost and Associate Vice-President, Academic 

Katharine Barrette Academic Staff Member - University Library 

Meagan Bowler Dean, University Library 

Luciano Da Rosa Dos Santos Academic Staff Member - Teaching & Learning 

Trevor Day GFC Academic Staff Member - Science and Technology 

Mohamed El Hussein GFC Academic Staff Member - Health, Community and Education 

Shane Gannon Associate Dean responsible for teaching and learning 

Brad Mahon Dean Representative 

Sara Reena Student Representative 

Alireza Rezvani Student Representative 

Cheryl Techentin GFC Academic Staff Member - Arts 

Meg Wilcox GFC Academic Staff Member - Business and Communication Studies 

Resources:  

Genevieve Currie Associate Dean responsible for teaching and learning 

Melanie Rathburn Associate Dean responsible for teaching and learning 

Jim Silovs Associate Dean responsible for teaching and learning 

Guests:  

Amanda Veinotte Manager, Learning Technologies (ADC) 

Recording Secretary:  

Sheena Jensen Governance Assistant, GFC 

Regrets:  

Patricia Pardo  Student Affairs Representative 

MOTION: Barrette / Wilcox THAT the Agenda for the October 29, 2020 Teaching and Learning 

Committee meeting be approved, as presented. 
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2. APPROVAL OF MEETING MINUTES 

2.1. Minutes from October 13, 2020 

 

Amendments: 

● A correction was made to the attendance list to record that A. Veinotte attended as a guest and not as a 

member of TLC.  

● An addition was made to correct an error of omission in Section 4.2. Annual Work Plan and Working 

Groups: “A member registered an objection to any discussion regarding an informal faculty evaluation 

because it contravenes the Collective Agreement.” 

 

Discussion took place about the proposed addition of the Manager, Learning Technologies (ADC) to TLC’s 

membership that was brought forward as an amendment to the draft charter at the previous meeting. 

Background information was provided about the previous Teaching and Learning Standing Committee’s 

(TLSC) motion to add this position. It was deferred as part of the transition to the new GFC, but did not end 

up getting added as part of the new TLC membership approved by GFC. Remarks were made with respect to:  

● the timing of when changes to the TLC membership can be requested; 

● if membership is part of making adjustments to the draft charter or separate from the charter; and, 

● consideration that GFC had approved the committee structure, with the intent for what the structures 

should be for all GFC committees, including ensuring a balance between faculty and administration 

members.  

 

It was determined that clarification needed to be obtained from the University Secretary about the timing 

and the process for making recommendations for changes to committee membership, and that this 

membership item will be addressed separately  from the charter. 

 

MOTION CARRIED 

 

2.2. Business Arising from the Minutes 

There was no business arising from the minutes.  

 

3. ITEMS FOR RECOMMENDATION 

3.1. Committee Charter 

A revised TLC charter was presented, as per discussions from the October 13, 2020 TLC meeting, with the 

intent to bring it forward to the November 27, 2020 GFC meeting for approval. 
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MOTION: Wilcox / Barrette THAT the Minutes of the October 13, 2020 Teaching and Learning 

Committee meeting be approved, as amended. 

MOTION: Barrette  THAT the Teaching and Learning Committee recommends that the 

Teaching and Learning Committee Charter be approved by the 

General Faculties Council, as amended. 
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Discussion: 

● The importance of having the presence of learning spaces in TLC’s responsibilities was raised as a 

suggestion to incorporate into the charter, including rationale that it relates to the section already in the 

charter: “recommend to the GFC on practices, policies and procedures that will inform and/or enhance 

teaching and learning activities at the University”. Additional rationale related it to the section in the 

Post-secondary Learning Act (PSLA) for GFC’s mandate with respect to campus planning. 

● Comments were made in support adding learning spaces as an area of responsibility for TLC.  

● The following wording was suggested as an addition to the charter: 

○ “Advising (or informing) on standards and best practices related to virtual and physical learning 

spaces.” 

● Adding the presence of technology to the responsibilities for TLC because of its role in teaching and 

learning was also raised as a suggestion. It was explained that the previous TLSC had a mandate in their 

terms of reference specific to this area and that adding it would clarify TLC’s involvement in advising on 

areas of technology. 

● It was suggested to incorporate the same wording from the TLSC terms of reference to the TLC charter: 

○ “Recommend innovation and experimentation with evolving learning and teaching modes, 

strategies, and technologies.” 

● Clarification was provided that the revisions presented in the revised draft charter as it relates to Library 

matters is aligned with the mandated requirements in the PSLA and consistent with other universities. 
● It was agreed to table the main motion in order to allow time for members to review a revised version of 

the charter with the amendments suggested, and to conduct an email vote on the amended charter in 

order to meet the deadline for inclusion in the November GFC meeting package. 

 

MOTION TABLED 

 

4. ITEMS FOR DISCUSSION 

4.1. Work Plan for 2020/21 – Review results of poll 

Results were shared from the online poll conducted with TLC members and resources that listed topics for 

consideration in determining TLC's priorities for this year. Members and Resources were asked to 

approve/disapprove by ranking their desires for priorities from the list to establish those for the year, and to 

elect one or two working groups of interest. It was explained that other topics may arise as the Committee 

progresses through the year. The list of topics for consideration in the poll were:  

● Celebrate Teaching and Learning 

● Educational Leadership 

● Learning Management System (LMS) 

● Online teaching approaches/future strategies for online delivery at MRU 

● Student Feedback (to work on the initiative "Student Feedback Outside the Formal Assessment Period") 

● Teaching-Learning Spaces 

 

It was reminded that per discussions at the previous meeting, a working group for “Development of Syllabus 

Guidelines” had already been established.  
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Discussion focused on reasons for and against establishing working groups from the proposed list, including 

consideration of the poll results, how many working groups would be a reasonable number to have for this 

year, and if the intended work of the proposed working groups would be both valuable and viable.  

 

Discussion: 

● It was clarified that the student feedback topic is intended to focus on collecting information from 

students who withdraw from a class before having the opportunity to complete an SEI or equivalent 

● It was explained that the institution's LMS has to change and work has been started to move it forward, 

so a working group for an LMS would be practical 

● Remarks were made in support for establishing a working group for the LMS topic, including 

consideration of the timing for implementing/migrating a new LMS by next Fall pending budget and 

project approvals, and that specific direction would be required for the purpose and deliverables for the 

working group 

● It was reminded that working groups would be able to add non-TLC member resources to their group 

membership 

● Celebrate Teaching and Learning received high results in the poll for being established as a working 

group and remarks were made to further support of this group 

● A comment was made against establishing a working group related to the student feedback topic for 

reasons that soliciting feedback from students who withdraw from courses would not be valuable 

● Remarks were shared for having three to four working groups, which would meet the expectation for 

members to join at least one working group (as member’s own capacity allows), and would allow 

capacity for the addition of other work that may arise through the year 

● A comment was made that given the current situation with the pandemic and being online, a working 

group for addressing current and emerging needs related to virtual teaching-learning spaces may be a 

worthwhile endeavor 

○ Consideration was given to addressing this topic both in the current environment (pandemic) 

and in the long-term  

○ Additional information was shared about how this is currently being looked at by other areas 

within the institution, and if there would be overlap with the work of this group given that this 

working group would look at it through a teaching and learning lens 

● Experiences and remarks were shared about challenges with the current virtual learning environment 

● Online teaching approaches and strategies was supported as a working group, including high results in 

the poll 

● Consensus was reached for establishing four working groups 

● To determine which working group to establish between educational leadership, LMS, teaching-learning 

spaces and student feedback, it was agreed to remove student feedback from the list and a vote by 

show of hands was conducted to support a working group for the LMS topic 

● A question was responded to clarify that working groups are not as structured as the Committee, so the 

time commitment is dependent upon the purpose and deliverables of each working group 

● The four working groups confirmed for the current year:  

1. Development of Syllabus Guidelines 

2. Online Teaching Approaches and Strategies 

3. Celebrate Teaching and Learning 

4. Learning Management System 
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A sign-up sheet will be circulated to all TLC members, including student members and resources, to create 

the membership for these working groups. Each working group would determine their Chair and meeting 

schedules. Working groups would be expected to provide progress reports at each TLC meeting.  

 

4.2. Challenges and Supports for Alternative Delivery 

4.3. Opportunities for faculty feedback/feedback mechanisms (on teaching and learning) 

4.4. Voting Mechanism for Virtual Meetings 

Feedback for challenges and supports for alternative delivery was provided from both the student and 

faculty perspectives, per request by M. Quinn, Vice-Provost and AVP, Academic. Feedback addressed various 

areas where challenges are being experienced with alternative delivery/online settings, including:  

● access and issues with meetings/classes (e.g. bandwidth issues) 

● issues with the current Blackboard system 

● collaborating and evaluation of group work 

● interactions between students/professors, such as assessing/interpreting how the information is being 

received and non-verbal communication 

● variability of teaching and learning experiences 

● providing meaningful assessments to students without overwhelming students 

● exam proctoring, privacy implications and academic integrity 

● obstacles with communicating to faculty what they should/should not be doing 

● a need for better technology for organizing courses 

 

5. COMMITTEE CHAIR REPORT 

The Chair advised that GFC is aware TLC is still working on the charter and  identifying working groups/priorities 

for the year. 

 

6. REPORT FROM THE SENIOR ADMINISTRATOR TO THE COMMITTEE 

M. Quinn provided a verbal report with updates on the institution's involvement with microcredentials, 

collaborative degrees moving forward with other institutions, dual credit offerings with high schools, and the 

upcoming General Education program review. 

 

7. NEW BUSINESS 

No new business was brought forward. The Chair summarized next steps for the committee prior to the next 

meeting:  

● the charter will be amended and circulated for review, with a call for an online vote by voting members 

of TLC only 

● a sign-up sheet for joining the working groups will be circulated to all members 

In response to a follow-up question regarding when to have a discussion about adding the Manager, Learning 

Technologies to TLC’s membership, the Chair stated that she will request clarification with the University 

Secretary about when membership changes could be recommended to GFC.  

 

8. ADJOURNMENT 4:57pm Techentin/ Barrette  
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